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Introduction 

It is difficult to underestimate the relevance of an effective steganalysis in current conditions. 

Its main task is the detection of hidden data presence in the information content. The organization 

of a hidden (steganographic) communication channel for the possible planning, controlling, and 

committing unlawful actions can lead to significant negative consequences not only for particular 

people, enterprises, but also for the state and society in general. 

One of the most widespread steganographic methods used nowadays for the hidden communi-

cation channel organization is the least significant bit method (LSB) [1]. However, there are a large 

number of known steganalysis methods for its detection [2-4]. The current use of the LSB has some 

peculiarities: the hidden communication channel of low capacity (less than 20%) has to be orga-

nized. The hidden communication channel capacity (HCC) refers to the amount of additional infor-

mation, which can be embedded into one container item. It is often expressed as a percentage [1]. 

Taking into account that in this paper, a digital image (DI) is considered as a container and a ran-

domly generated binary sequence is considered as a hidden message, the HCC is estimated by the 

number of additional information bits per 1 pixel of the DI-container. 

The mentioned peculiarity of the modern use of the LSB greatly complicates, and sometimes 

makes impossible the process of a hidden channel detecting by existing steganalysis algorithms, the 

majority of which is oriented at level of HCC which is not less than 0.25 bpp [3-5]. Although some 

research in this field is being carried out [6,7], the final solution for detection of the steganographic 

channel with low HCC has not been found. The reasons for this are clear: the changes introduced 

into the container matrix by the LSB method while the low HCC are minor and it is difficult or even 

impossible to detect them, for example, by image statistics analysis [8] or by change of some formal 

parameters, which occurred because of steganographic transformation [9]. The following example 

illustrates this fact. Let us consider the steganographic transformation with the use of the LSB-

matching implementation [3] for a Jpeg digital image of size 800800  pixels, stored with quality 

factor QF=75 and with HCC of 10%, 5%, 1%. As the result of the additional information embed-

ding the obtained perturbation matrix has the spectral norm of 46.38, 17.76, 6.24, respectively, 

while the matrix of the input DI-container had the spectral norm of 60951. 

Obviously, in order to ensure the possibility of detecting a steganographic channel in condi-

tions of low HCC (less than 0.1 bpp (or 10%)), it is necessary to look for fundamentally new, possi-

bly, unconventional ways of solving this problem. 

Aim and tasks of the research  

Currently, due to huge volumes of data transmitted through communication channels, informa-

tion is usually stored in lossy formats (LF). Considering this, it is logical to assume that with a high 

probability DI in LF will be used as containers while the organization of a hidden communication 

channel. In particular, the most common format Jpeg with different QF will be used. Having this in 

mind, the aim of the work is to increase the detection efficiency of DI integrity violation by devel-

oping a new steganalysis method (methods) for detection of additional LSB-embedded information 

in the lossy image container under low capacity of hidden communication channel. 

The detection effectiveness of DI integrity violation (as a result of steganographic transforma-

tion) will be estimated by Type I errors (DI modified by steganographic transformation detected as 

original one) and Type II errors (original DI detected as DI with integrity violation). 

To achieve the aim, the following tasks must be solved: 

1. Chose an approach, which will make possible to achieve the aim; 
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2. Determine the formal parameters of the DI and their features, which should be analyzed dur-

ing steganalysis under conditions considered in the paper; 

3. Develop a steganalysis method (methods), perform an estimation of its algorithmic imple-

mentation efficiency. 

Main Body  

Further, DI in LF (Jpeg format) will be used for hidden communication channel organization. 

When the LSB method used not only in the spatial domain of the container, which is most of-

ten done in practice [1], but also in the frequency domain, taking into account that the method is not 

robust against any perturbing actions, the resultant steganographic message will be stored in the 

lossless format (LLF). Thus, the original Jpeg image, after its successful steganographic transforma-

tion by the LSB-method will be resaved in the LLF. This means that an indirect indicator of the 

presence of embedded additional information in DI is its repeat storing from the LF to the LLF. It 

should be noted that if the process of steganalysis is based on the detecting of this fact, then the cor-

responding method will obviously be most efficient in the case of a low HCC, and its efficiency 

should increase with a decrease of HCC. Indeed, as shown in [6], the process of embedding of addi-

tional information in a Jpeg container by the LSB-method modifies its formal parameters in such a 

way that the parameters of steganographic message move towards properties of DI in the LLF both 

qualitatively and quantitatively. It becomes more obvious with increase of the HCC. However, with 

a low HCC (no more than 10%), it is impossible to distinguish between the properties of the formal 

parameters of the received steganographic message and the properties of the original Jpeg container 

parameters. Moreover, the lower the HCC, the smaller this difference. Then the idea of steganalysis 

with a low HCC can be based precisely on the practical inseparability of the formal properties of 

steganographic message with a low HCC from the Jpeg container, which is performed in stegano-

graphic method development section of this work. Here the low HCC will not complicate, but sim-

plify the process of detecting the results of steganographic transformation 

In [10], the author proposed a method of separating original DIs saved in LLF from those 

that were resaved in LLF from LF. The detection of last fact was considered as an indirect indicator 

of DI integrity violation. The proposed method will be based on a general approach to the solution 

of the problem of detecting integrity violations of digital information content [11]. For blocks of 

original DI with  nn matrix F  an equation was set as basis: 

  ,1u   ,1v  1,eno ,                                                   (1) 

where  ,,1  u   ,,1  v   1,eno  are the magnitudes of the angles between the vectors 1u  and  , 

1v  and  , 
on  and 1e  respectively, ,1u  1v  – respectively, left and right normalized lexicographical-

ly positive singular vectors of  ll block B  of matrix F , which correspond to its maximum sin-

gular number (SN) 1 ;  , wherein   
T

l,...,, 21
lR  is a vector, obtained from l  

SN B  0...1  l
,   lTo Rllln  1,...,1,1  is a n-optimal vector of space 

lR , 

  0,...,0,11e
lR  is the first vector of the standard basis 

lR . The approximate equality (1) is based 

on the proof of proximity of normalized vectors    and 1e ,  1u  and 
on , 1v  and 

on  [11]: the angles 

between the respective vectors are close to zero in most blocks of the original DI. 

Let the matrix of the original DI in the LLF be TF , and the matrix of the corresponding DI, 

which was obtained from LF is JF . Each of these matrices is spitted into standard 44 blocks 

which do not interleave. Let denote an arbitrary 44 block TF / JF  as TB / JB  respectively. In 

[10] proved, that  
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   JT ee  ,, 11 ,                                                             (2) 

where    JT ee  ,,, 11  are magnitudes of the angles between the vectors T  and 1e , J  and 1e  

respectively, T , J  are normalized vectors of the SN blocks TB , JB . Taking into account the re-

search results of the angles J  and 1e  [10] behavior in DI repeat storing in LF with different quali-

ty factors the equation (2) allowed to develop a method of separating the original DI in the LLF 

from those that were resaved in LLF from LF. 

Attempts to use this method without any adaptation for steganalysis purpose did not lead to the 

desired (efficient) result, since, as noted above, after the steganographic transformation, the DI no 

longer has those formal properties that are specific to the Jpeg container. To ensure the possibility 

of conducting efficient steganalysis, it is necessary to determine and take into account the following 

properties of the considered formal parameters of the DI, which will be practically insensitive to 

small perturbations. Such a perturbation in this case is the process of DI embedding by the LSB-

method with a low HCC. The smaller the sensitivity of the selected formal parameters, the higher is 

the expected efficiency of steganographic messages recognition process. It is desirable that the 

small perturbations due to embedding of additional information with low HCC to DI do not modify 

quantitatively and/or qualitatively the properties of the selected parameters of the Jpeg container 

blocks.  

The algorithm proposed in [10] performs the separation of the original DI in LLF from the im-

age resaved in the LLF from LF and based on the analysis of the mean value change of angle 

  ,1e  per block in 44 blocks in corresponding DI group. The DI group, obtained by repeat 

storing of the analyzed DI in LF with different quality factors. In order to make the conclusion that 

DI is resaved in LLF from LF it is sufficient to discover that values   ,1e  in analyzed DI are not 

the biggest ones in the group of obtained angles for corresponding DIs. However, this feature is not 

sufficient to distinguish between the steganographic message received on the basis of the Jpeg con-

tainer and stored in the LLF and the original DI in LLF, despite the fact that the vector   is insensi-

tive to perturbation [12]. It follows from the foregoing and confirmed by the experiment carried out 

in this work. 

It was found by experiment that there are some cases when the mean value   ,1e  per block 

of staganographic message will be the largest in the group of the obtained angles for resaved to Jpeg 

DI staganographic message with different QFs. However, it will not retain a monotonous decrease 

in the considered angle with decreasing the value of the quality factor using the lossy compression 

of analyzed DI (which is characteristic of the original DI, it means that an image has not been ste-

ganographically transformed). This is possible for steganographic message in the case when the DI-

container was originally saved in the lossy format with a high quality factor (for a Jpeg format with 

QF greater than 80). An embedding of addition information, resulting in relative comparability of 

the formal properties (mean value   ,1e  per the image block) of obtained steganographic mes-

sage with properties of similar parameters of the DI in the LLF, gives the outcome similar to origi-

nal DI in LLF:   ,1e  in DI stagographic message is the largest in obtained for corresponding an-

gles group of DI. However, since the lossy compression was applied to the container before the sta-

ganographic transformation, the contribution to its block of high frequencies (and possibly middle 

frequencies) is quantitatively smaller than in blocks of corresponding DI without loss. The process 

of staganographic transformation will surely violate this relationship, but with a low HCC this vi-

olation will not lead to a qualitatively different result, it will be a tiny quantitative change: the 

process of steganographic message compression as it is repeated for container, will lead to a non-

monotonic change of value   ,1e  with reduction of quality factor, which discussed in detail in 

[10].  
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Taking into account the foregoing, the main steps of the proposed LF-container oriented stega-

nalysis method SM1 are as follows. 

Let F be the matrix of analyzed lossless DI (Tif). 

Step 1. Resave the DI with matrix F  in LF Jpeg with different quality factors 

tiQFi ,1},100,...,3,2,1{  . The result is the DI with matrices tiFi ,1,  . 

Step 2. For F , tiFi ,1,   determine: srk , tik
iQF ,1,   which are the mean values per DI 

44 blocks of angles   ,1e  respectively. 

Step  3. If among the calculated values tik
iQF ,1,  ,  exists k , that 

                                                                            kksr  ,  

            then                             F  corresponds the DI-steganographic message, 

            otherwise                                         

if 

          for  tQFQFQF  ...21  the monotonic increase is broken 

                                       
tQFQFQF kkk  ...

21
, 

than 

                       F  corresponds DI-steganographic message, 

otherwise 

                      the steganographic transformation has not been successfully  

applied to F . 

In order to evaluate the efficiency of the proposed method, SM1 was implemented algorithmi-

cally with iQFQFi 511  , where 651 QF , 5,1i . The choice of quality factors caused by fre-

quency of their practical use. A computational experiment was conducted in the Matlab environ-

ment. The experimental set (ES) consisted of 300 DIs in Jpeg format from NRCS database [13], 

which is considered as a traditional one for working with DI. Steganographic messages were 

formed on the basis of this set using the LSB method with HCC 100%, 10%, 5%, 1% and 100 orig-

inal DIs stored in LLF (Tif). The results of the computational experiment are represented in table 1. 

Table 1 
HCC (%) 100 10 5 1 

Type I error (%) 14.7 3.7 2.7 1.7 
Type II error (%) 4 

 

As can be seen from the above results, the developed SM1 method is supposed to be efficient 

for low HCC values, and its efficiency increases with decreasing of HCC. Such a result has not 

been observed for any of the analogue methods [3-5]. Moreover, the lowest value of HCC, with 

which the steganographic channel is efficiently detected by modern steganalysis methods [6, 7], as 

it follows from open sources, is 0.05 bpp, while the developed SM1 method is effective under HCC 

conditions, whose value is five times smaller – 0.01 bpp. 

The efficiency of SM1 under low HCC conditions may be increased due to next improvement. 

In [14], it was shown theoretically and practically confirmed that the vector formed from the SN 

block B of matrix of the DI is more sensitive to perturbation than the vector compiled from the ei-

genvalues of the matrix TBB  ( BBT ), which are defined as squares of the SN of B . Considering 

this, it is proposed to use for examine not the mean value per block of angle   ,1e , but angle 

  ,1e , where   is the normalized vector of eigenvalues
TBB  ( BBT ). 

Using   instead of   will increase the efficiency of the steganalysis process, because   ,1e   

is  
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less sensitive to perturbation, it will be less responsive to the embedded additional information 

(with a low HCC) than   ,1e . In accordance with this remark, a steganoanalytic method SM2 is 

proposed. Step 2 of it is different from SM1 and looks as follows. 

Step 2 of SM2 method. Determine for DI F , tiFi ,1,  : the mean values srk , tik
iQF ,1,  , 

which are calculated per 44 block of DI   ,1e   in the input original DI and DI, obtained after 

repeat storing an input DI to Jpeg with quality factors tiQFi ,1,   respectively. 

The SM2 method was implemented algorithmically under the same conditions as SM1. The re-

sults of its testing were obtained for DI from the ES and represented in table 2. Results fully con-

firm the feasibility of using in the DI the mean value   ,1e  as an analyzed parameter: compared 

to SM1, the Type I error for HCC 0.05 bpp were reduced by 25.9%, and for HCC 0.01 bpp – by 

23.5%. 
Table 2 

HCC (%) 100 10 5 1 
Type I errors (%) 14.7 3.7 2.0 1.3 
Type II errors (%) 3 

  

Remark 1. The computational complexity of SM1 and SM2 in the case of examination of DI 

with  nn matrix F  is evaluated by the number of blocks which F  is split into. It is  2nO  opera-

tions, but number of operations in SM2 is greater by  2nO  than in SM1 due to the calculation of 

the eigenvalues of the matrix TBB  ( BBT ), which corresponds to the block B . 

Remark 2. Taking into account the obtained estimates of the efficiency for the developed SM1 

and SM2 (Table 1, 2), they can be used after the previous "rough" steganalysis of DI (with a HCC 

greater than 0.01 bpp) if it did not detect the embedding of additional information. 

Conclusions 

In the work on the basis of the new general approach to the problem of detecting integrity vi-

olations of DI the two steganalysis methods SM1 and SM2 developed. They are used for detection 

of hidden communication channel based on the LSB for DI-container in lossy format. Such methods 

are efficient for low hidden communication channel capacity (less than 0.1 bpp). Type I errors for  

algorithmic implementation SM1 and SM2 under the conditions of HCC 0.01 bpp are 1.7 and 1.3%, 

respectively, while Type II errors do not exceed 4%.  Existing contemporary analogs, which are 

available in open sources, under conditions of such a low HCC are ineffective.  The computational 

complexity of both methods due to their block organization for the  nn matrix of the analyzed DI 

is defined as  2nO  operations, but the direct number of operations for SM2 is larger than for SM1 

by  2nO . Choice between the two polynomial and efficient under low HCC conditions steganalysis 

methods SM1 and SM2 should be made depending on the specific conditions of use. 
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